SUUNTO SPARTAN SPORT WRIST HR
266400 - Sakura

266200 - Black

THE GPS FOR ATHLETIC MULTISPORT
_Wrist HR (Valencell technology)
_View your calorie burn rate and heart rate during your daily activities
_Battery life up to 12h in training mode
_Steel bezel, mineral crystal glass
_Outdoor-grade color touch screen
_Strong and sleek design, 100 m water resistance
_GPS route navigation and breadcrumb
_Sport expertise and support for over 80 sports with racing and interval use
_Training insights, peer-to-peer coaching and community powered progress tools in MC.com
_Made in Finland

226630 - Blue

Racing Proof 100m / 300 ft water resistant, Battery life of 9h with Full, Power 1sec GPS fix rate delivering best GPS accuracy, Battery
life of 12h with Power Save 1sec GPS fix rate delivering good GPS accuracy, Outdoor-grade color touch screen with 3 action pushers,
GPS tracking and route navigation, with real-time breadcrumb trail, with waypoints (coming), with GLONASS (coming), GPS altitude
for measuring ascent and descent values during workout, Digital tilt compensated compass. Sports Expertise Heart rate measurement
with calories, Peak Training Effect and recovery time, Support for over 80 sports with racing and interval modes, Triathlon and
multisport mode, Running: real-time lap tables with pace and heart rate, FusedSpeed™ for accurate pace, compatibility with Stryd
running power. Cycling: real-time lap tables with heart rate, power and speed, compatibility with Suunto Bike Sensor and BLE power
meters. Swimming: automatic intervals in pool, heart rate with memory (optional). Community Powered Progress Community
training insights from peer groups in Suunto Movescount, peer-to-peer coaching in Suunto Movescount, discover new routes with
heatmaps and plan your own routes in Suunto Movescount, transfer to watch and navigate. Daily Use: Customizable watch faces,24/7
activity monitoring with steps and calories, conveniently view your calorie burn rate and heart rate during your daily activities (with the
wristHR), mobile sync with Suunto Movescount App for iOS (Android support coming), push notifications to watch, Suunto Spartan
watches are Bluetooth Smart compatible, not compatible with ANT+™, use Suunto Movescount App to take photos or to create a Suunto
Movie of your Move with 3D map, key metrics and images, share your experience instantly to your social media networks and follow
your friends via Suunto Movescount activity feed
•
•

Cost - $509.08 + GST
RRP $699.99

BONUS SALOMON AGILE 17 RUNNING PACK
RRP $149.99

373760

Lightweight, stretch fit 17L pack for trail running,
moves with your body and snugly carries
essentials for all day trail runs and highly active
sports. Motion Fit Trail, Harness construction,
Lite shoulder straps, compression front lifter, 1
main compartment, 1 removable chest pocket, 2
belt zipped pockets, 2 compressible side mesh
pockets, 1 internal zipped pocket, 4D pole holder,
whistle, reflective, easy access bottle, lateral
storage, 4D reservoir compartment.

